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 جملة الاستفهام فى الحبشية

 دراسة وصفية
Interrogative sentence in Ethiopic** 

A Descriptive study 

 محمود منال عبد الفتاح د.أ.
(*)

 

 
 : ملخص

يتناول هذا البحث موضوعًا فى أحد مستويات البحث اللغوى وهو المستوى التركيبى وذلك 
 فى اللغة الحبشية القديمة )الجعزية( .

لة الاستفهام هى إحدى الجمل الإنشائية الطلبية التى تتضمن أيضًا جملة التمنى، وجملة وجم
التعجب، وجملة الشرط، وغيرها. وتهدف الدراسة إلى التعرف على الأدوات الرئيسة التى تؤدى 
معنى الاستفهام فى اللغة الحبشية. ثم نتعرف على أدوات لجمل إنشائية أخرى تؤدى معنى 

من  –وهل هى متعددة فى اللغة الحبشية أم لا. ثم نتعرف على جملة الاستفهام الاستفهام، 
فى الحبشية وكذلك الوظائف الأخرى التى تؤديها أدوات الاستفهام. وتعتمد  –حيث التركيب 

الدراسة على نصوص حبشية مختلفة . وتتبع الدراسة المنهج الوصفى الذى يعتمد على وصف 
ركيبها الصرفى، وثانيًا وصف جملة الاستفهام وعناصرها من مسند أولًا أدوات الاستفهام وت

 ومسند إليه ومقيدات الجملة. ثم عرض لأهم نتائج البحث. ثم قائمة بالمصادر والمراجع.

                                                           
 .جامعة القاهرة –كلية الآداب   –قسم اللغات الشرقية  –بشية أستاذ اللغة الح - *

ذى عُقد فى ألمانيا )برلين( من (، والIII Enno Littmann) ألقى هذا البحث فى مؤتمر "إينو ليتمان الثالث" - **
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The aim of this study is: exhibiting the main interrogative particles and 

their formation. They are divided into: substantive words like: መኑ  (ma-n) 

"who?", ምንት (mnt) "what?", and adverbs like: ማእዜ (m-z) 

"when?", አይቴ (ay-t)  "where?" , and suffix like: ኑ (n) that may be 

followed equally by an affirmative and by a negative answer; exhibiting any 

other statements which are used as interrogatives, like ‘optative’ sentence or 

“exclamatory” sentence and so on. 

  The structure of interrogative sentence is analyzed exhibiting; i.e. what 

does the particle ask about: whether it is the predicate, the subject, the object, 

or any other part of the sentence? It also studies the tenses of the verb 

whether it is perfect, imperfect, or subjunctive. Also, using tone in the 

representative sentence to express interrogative form is discussed. 

This study discusses one of the linguistic features which are syntax in 

Ethiopic. The study follows the descriptive curriculum. And it depends on 

various Ethiopic texts. 

Interrogative refers to verb forms or sentence types used in the 

expression of questions
1
. Interrogative sentences are used to form questions. 

One form of an interrogative sentence is a declarative sentence followed by a 

question mark. In verbal communication, the final syllable of the last word of 

a question is pronounced with a rising pitch or intonation.  

Every interrogative sentence that has a particle must be at the head of the 

sentence except for the suffix particle ኑ  or ሁ, which answers "هلل", or "أ" 
in Arabic. Interrogative sentence is divided into two types: the first is that 

which requires no definite answer; or an affirmative or a negative answer. 

This is the suffix particle ኑ  or ሁ.  The second is that which requires a 

definite answer; unlike other particles
2.  

The interrogative particles are put before the Semitic ordinary sentence; 

which consists of a predicate + a subject or vice versa
3. Finally, all the 

particles do not indicate only the lexicon meaning, but they have a specific 

meaning also, like: interrogative, negative, optative, etc., and the meaning 

can be deduced even if the particles are omitted
4.             
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I-  The suffix particle: 
The particle most in use is the suffix particle ኑ , but ሁ is less in use, and 

they are derived from pronominal roots, which are no longer confined to the 

field of sensation, but belong to that of understanding
5
. Its purpose is either 

the affirmation or the negation of the sentence
6. ኑ  and ሁ are like 

interrogative (أ) in Arabic, if they are attached to the verb, the verb reveals 

uncertainly, but if they are attached to the noun, reveals uncertainly
 7. 

  ኑ  and ሁ consist of one open long syllable: the consonant n or h + the 

long vowel . ኑ  and ሁ are appended to the verb (in the perfect, the 

imperfect, the subjunctive modes) or the noun, for instance: አንተ፡  
እምዕፅኑ፡   ዘአዘዝኩከ፡  ከመ፡  ኢትብላዕ፡  እምኔሁ፡  
በላዕክ፡  (anta m-ḍ-n za-azaz-k-ka kama -tbl m-nh 

bal-ka) "Did you eat from the tree that I commanded you not to eat 

from?"
8. Also we find: ወይእዜኒ ፡  ይወርድኑ፡  ሳኦል  (wa-yz-

n yward-n sl) "Will Saul comes down?"
9, እሑርኑ፡  

ወእብጽሖሙ፡  ለኢሎፍሊ (r-n wa-bm la-lfl) 
"Should I march up against the Philistines?"

10, ርኢክዎሙኑ፡  

ለጻድቃን (rkmwm-n la-dqn)"Have you seen the just?"
11. 

This reveals, as in the examples, that the interrogative ኑ  is appended by the 

predicate, whether it is a verb, or a preposition + noun. ኑ  may even be 

repeated, if the sentence consists of several clauses
12, like: መልአክኑ፡  

አንተሂ፡  ካዕበ፡  ውስተ፡  ምድርኑ፡ እንተ፡  ትውኅዝ፡  
ሐሊበ፡  ወመዓረ (malak-n anta-h kba wsta mdr-n nta 

twḫz alba wa-mara) "Is it a small thing that you have brought us up 

out of the land that flows with milk and honey"
13.   

It is appended to the preposition b which is attached to 3
rd person 

singular ቦ  "there is, or there are"14
 which gives the entire sentence the force 

of an interrogative, and it frequently appears at the head of the sentence
15, 
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for instance:  ቦኑ፡ እብነ ፡ ይሁቦ  "Will give him a stone?"16
, but in 

this example ቦኑ  does not express "Is there?" it is just like ኑ  without ቦ  
ወቦኑ፡  ዘይሰድድ፡ አምላክ፡ ውእቱ (wa-b-n za-ysadd 

amlk wt) "Is there persecutor God"
17, ወቦኑ፡ ዘብክሙ፡ እኍ 

(wa-b-n za-bkm ḫ
w
) "Do you have another brother?"

18, 
ቦኑ፡ እንከ፡ ዘተረክበ፡ ከመ፡ ዝንቱ፡ ብእሲ፡ ዘመንፈሰ
፡  እግዚአብሔር፡  ላዕሌሁ (b-n nka zatarakba kama znt 
bs zamanfasa gzabr llh ) "Can we find a man like one in 

whom the Spirit of God is present?19. as seen from the previously mentioned 

examples, the interrogative ኑ  must be followed by the relative pronoun z 

with a verb or a noun.   

If there is a need to choose between two or more predicates, we use አው 
"or", or ¸ሚመ "or" (see infra.) with ኑ  which may be repeated after every 

predicate mentioned, for instance: 

ቦኑ፡ ይረክቦ፡ ሐሜት፡ አው፡ ነ ውር  (b-n yrakb amt aw 

nawr) "Are there abuse or stain?"
20

.  

To express the negative question with ኑ  or ሁ, there are three methods: 

1- Using the negative of ቦ  i.e. አልቦ  + ኑ  or ሁ “Aren't there?” 
አልቦኑ፡ ዘአትረፍከ፡ ሊተ፡ በረከተ(al-b-n ab 

zaatrafka lta barakata) "Have you not kept back a blessing for me?"
21

.  

2- Using the negative particle አኮ+ ኑ  or ሁ, whose answer is "أليس؟"   
in Arabic, for instance: 
አኮሁ፡ መጻብሕውያንሂ፡ ከማሁ፡ ይገ ብሩ(ak-h 

mabwyn-h kamh ygabr) "Even the tax collectors  do the 
same, don’t they?"

22
, 

አኮኑ፡ አሕዛብኒ ፡ ኪያሁሰ፡ ይገ ብሩ(ak-h azb-n 
kyhsa ygabr) "Even the Gentiles do the same, don’t they?"

23
, 

አኮኑ፡ ውእቱ፡ ገ ብረ፡ ሰማየ ፡ ወምድረ (ak-n wt gabra 

samya wa-mdra ) "Has he not made heaven and earth?"
24

, 
አኮኑ፡ ክልኤነ ፡ ሰንቡእ  (ak-n klna sanb) "Do both of 
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us have a lung?"
25

, 
አኮኑ፡ ዘእግዚአብሔር፡ ወሀቦ፡ ይፌክር፡ ሕልመ (ak-n 

zagzabr wahab yfkr lma ) "Aren’t these interpretations 

belong to God?"
26, አኮኑ፡ አንተ፡ ዘመሃረከነ  (ak-n anta 

za-mahrakana) "Aren't you our teacher?
27

. 

 3- Using the negative particle ኢ+ The Subjunctive or the imperfect + ኑ  for 

which an affirmative or a negative answer is required
28

, for instance: 
ወኢትሬእይዎሙኑ፡ ለነ ገ ሥት፡ አሕማር (wa--
trywm-n la-nagat amr) "And do you not see the kings of 

the ships?"29
, ኢየቤለክሙኑ (-yblakm-n) "Didn’t I say to you?"30

, 
ኢታአምሩኑ፡ ከመ፡ ኵሉ(-tamr-n kama kwl) "Don’t you 

understand that whatever"
31

, ግሙራ፡ ኢያንበብክሙኑ  (gmr -
ynbabkm-n) "Have you never read?"

32
. 

Every interrogative sentence requires a reply , however, the reply of  ኑ   
is እወ "yes"  if it is affirmative, as in: 
ትሰምዕኑ፡ ዘይቤሎሙ፡ ኢየሱስ፡ እወ(tsam-n za-ybl 
l wa-yblm yass wa) "Do you hear what they are saying? Jesus 

said to them, yes.
33

, or አልቦ  "no" if it is negative, as in: 

ሀለወኑ፡ ዝየ ፡ ብእሲ፡ በሊ፡ አልቦ  (halawa-n zya bs bal 
al-b) "Is there a man here?’ say ‘No"

34
. If the interrogative sentence 

contains a request, ኦሆ (h) is used to express consent, or እንብየ  

(nbya) to indicate refusal, or the leading word in the interrogative 
sentence is repeated 

35
. However, they are employed in the reported speech, 

and they are not found in the reply to question.  

II-  The separate  particles: 
Every separate particle asks about one part of speech of the sentence; the 

predicate, the subject, the object, or adverbs of time, or place 

1- መኑ  "who?": 
It is considered as substantive because it asks about a personal noun. መኑ  

is composed of the interrogative root "ma" and the demonstrative root "na", 
which is appended with 36

, but we can say, that it is composed of the 

interrogative root "ma" and the interrogative suffix ኑ . Phonetically, it 
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consists of two open syllables; the first is open short syllable which consists 
of the consonant m + the short vowel a, the second is open long syllable 
which consists of the consonant n + the long vowel  .  

ሙኑ  is the more definite interrogative word
37

, it asks about the subject, 

singular or plural, and it has two form; the nominative form with "" in the 

terminal, and accusative form with "a" in the terminal. We find the 

nominative in: መኑ፡ ይእቲ፡ እምየ  (man yt mya) "Who is my 

mother?"
38

, መኑ፡ ውእቱሙ፡ እሉ (man wtm l) "Who are 

these?"
39

, መኑ፡ ይከውን፡ ፍታሔ (man ykawn ft) "who is 

justice?"
40

, መኑ፡ ወሀበኒ ፡ እዝነ  (man wahaban zn) "Who did 

give me the ear?"
41

, መኑ፡ አእመረ፡ ሕሊናሁ፡ ለእግዚአብሔር  
(man amara lnh lagzabr) "Who comprehends  the mind  of 

The LORD"
42

, መኑ፡ ባዕድ፡ ዘመይጥ፡ ምክሮሙ (man bd za-

ymay mkrm) "Who frustrates the omens of the empty talkers?"
43

, the 

following diagram clarifies this: 

1-     
መኑ     ይእቱ       እምየ  

            
(?)                 copula        predicate (name) 

 

And the answer is: 

  ናሁ፡ እምየ  "this is my mother" 

ናሁ፡ እምየ         
              

(Subject)            predicate 

2-      መኑ         ወሀበኒ                  እዝነ          

            
                 (?)        Predicate (verb)     object 

                                             
                       Verb + hidden subject + pronoun object 
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And the answer is: 

  እግዚአብሔር፡  ወሀበኒ ፡  እዝነ  "God give me the ear" 

እግዚአብሔር : ወሀበኒ ፡  እዝነ     
            

                    (Subject)        predicate (verb)     object 

Although መኑ  is used for a personal subject, መኑ  ስምከ  are also used 

"what is your name?", because the meaning is: "who are you by name?"
44

. 

The accusative form መነ  asks about the third component of the 

sentence; the object, but it is rarely used, e. g.  መነ ፡ ተኀሥሥ(mana 
taḫa) "Whom are you looking for?"

45
, መነ ፡ ተቀረምከ፡ ከመዝ 

(mana taqaramka kama-z) "Whom have you ever afflicted like this?"
46, 

The following diagrams illustrate this: 

መነ  ተኀሥሥ   

            
                          (?)                    Predicate + subject 

     The Answer is: 

አኀሥሥ አኀውየ    

            
predicate + subject         (object) 

Frequently, prepositions are preceded by መኑ  to express the indirect 

object, as in: በመኑ፡ ታስተማሰሉኒ (ba-man tstamsaln) "To 

whom can you compare me?"
47

, ኀበ፡ መኑ፡ በጽሐ (ḫaba man 

baa) "To whom it came?"
48

, 
ወለመኑ፡ ተርእየ ፡ አምጣነ ፡ ኵሎሙ (wa-la-man tarya 

amna k
wlm) "And to whom has the measure of them all been 

shown?
49

, ወለመኑ፡ አነ ፡ እትቀነ ይ፡ ዳግመ (wa-la-man ana 

tqanay dgma) "Whom should I serve?"
50

, እምነ ፡ መኑ፡ ትኄይሲ 
(mna man tḫys) "Whom do you surpass in beauty?"

51
, 

እምኀበ፡ መኑ፡ ይነ ሥኡ፡ ጸባሕተ፡ ወጋዳ  (m- ḫaba man 

yna abta wagd) "From whom do they collect tolls or taxes?"
52

, 
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ወላዕለ፡ መኑ፡ ትፄወኑ  (wa-lla man tḍwan) "Against whom 

do you shelter?"
53

, the following figures declare this: 

 
ኀበ መኑ በጽሐ   

            
                                 (?)                    Predicate + subject 

The Answer is: 

በጽሐ ኀበ ሰብእ   

            
             predicate + subject         (indirect object)              

According to the examples, one can observe that the prepositions: 
በ፤ ለ፤ ኀበ , mean: "to whom?" but እምኀበ  means: "from whom?", 

while እምነ  does not affect the መኑ  meaning. Also we can say that the 

verb in መኑ  sentence is in the perfect or in the imperfect modes only. 

2- ምንት "what?: 
It answers "ملا" in Arabic, which requires the explanation of the name of a 

thing, or the (realty) of a thing
54

. It is fashioned from the stem መን , which 

is also involved in መኑ , with the feminine ending ት55
. Thus ምንት 

consists of one semi closed syllable, which is: the consonant m + the fugitive 

vowel  + two consonants n, t (/mnt/).  

   This ምንት is use, like መኑ , for the singular and the plural, the 

masculine and the feminine, as in: ምንት፡ ውእቱ፡ እሉ፡ እሙንቱ 
(mnt wt l mnt) "What manner of things are these?"

56
. 

It asks about the neuter subject, for instance: ምንት፡ ተግባርክሙ 
(mnt tagbrkm) "What is your occupation?"

57
, 

ምንት፡ ዘውስተ፡ እዴከ  (mnt z za-wsta d-ka) "What is that in 

your hand?"
58

, ምንት፡ ውእቱ፡ ጥበቦሙ (mnt wt babm) 
"What wisdom do they really have?"

59 
,  
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ምንተ፡ አንተ፡ ደብር፡ ዐቢይ  (mnt anta dabr aby)"What are 

you great mountain?"
(60

, and the following diagrams demonstrate this: 

1- 

ምንት  ዝ ዘውስተ እዴከ 

                  
                          (?)                   Predicate  

The answer is: 

ዝ    በትር 

            
              Predicate                      neuter subject   

 2-  
ምንት    አንተ 

                  
                               (?)                    Predicate  

The answer is: 

ደብር    አንተ 

            
              Neuter subject                  predicate       

According to the previous sentences, we observe that ምንት asks about 

the neuter subject in the substantive sentence not in the verbal sentence. This 

is because in the verbal sentence the subject is the doer of the verb.        

ምንት often takes the interrogative affix ኑ 61
 without changing its 

meaning, it is just used for emphasizing, for instance: 
ምንትኑ፡ ዝንቱ፡ እግዚእየ  (mnt-n znt gzy) "What are 

these, sir?"
62

, ምንትኑ፡ አነ ፡ እግዚኦ  (mnt-n ana gz) "Who 

am I my Lord"
63

, but in this instance ምንትኑ  is employed as "who?" not  

as "what?", because in this verse David humbles himself before The Lord, 

and we find also ምንትኑ  with the same meaning "who?" i.e. for personal 

subject, to express the humbling as in: ምንትኑ፡ ዝንቱ፡ ይብልዎ 
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(mnt-n znt ybl) "Who is this you are talking about?"64, 
ምንትኑ፡ አንትሙ፡ እሉ (mnta-n antm l) "Who are you?"65

, 

and beside the suffix ኑ , the interrogative pronoun m is added, and this 

abbreviated "ma" is frequently appended to other interrogatives
66

, like: 
ምንትኑመ፡ አሀብከ  (mnt-n-ma ahab-ka) "What should I give 

you?"
67

. But if  ምንት is preceded by the preposition b and, at the same 

time is attached by ኑ , it is used to mean "Where?" as in: 
በምንትኑ፡ እንከ፡ ይትሜክሑ (ba-mnt-n nka ytmk) 

"Where, then, is boasting?"
68

.  

ምንት, like መኑ , takes the accusative form መንተ to ask about the 

third part of the sentence i.e. the neuter object. Then it is followed by 

predicate (verb in the perfect or the imperfect form), for instance: 
ምንተ፡ ረሰየ ነ ፡ እግዚአብሔር  (mnta rasayana gzabr) 

"What has God done to us?"
69

, ምንተ፡ እቤሎሙ (mnta blm) 

"What should I say to them?"
70

, ምንተ፡ እሌቡ (mnta lb) "What 

should I understand?"
71

, ምንተ፡ ገ ቢርየ ፡ እወርስ (mnta gabrya 

wars) "What is my work which I inherit?"
72

, 
ምንተ፡ ይሰጠዉኒ ፡ ሰብእ  (mnta ysaawn sab) "What do 

people answer me?"
73

, the following diagrams clearly explain this idea: 

1- 
ምንተ    እቤሎሙ 

                  
                         (?)            Predicate + hidden subject + first object    

The answer is: 

ጽድቀ    እቤሎሙ 

            
Second proceeded object    predicate + hidden subject + first object        
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2- 

ምንተ    ይሰጠዉኒ  ሰብእ 

                  
                  (?)            Predicate + first object    subject 

The answer is: 

ሐሰተ    ይሰጠዉኒ  

            
Second proceeded object    predicate + hidden subject + first object        

A new interrogative particle is sprung from the prepositions ለ  "to", or 
በእንተ "for", or በይነ  "between" + ምንት to give the causative 

meaning "why?” Also, it may be applied for the purpose of adding force to a 

statement
74

, for instance: ለምንት፡ ፈራሃን፡ አንትሙ (la-mnt 

farhn antm) "Why are you a coward?"
75

, 
ለምንት፡ ትገ ፍዕዎሙ፡ ለሕዝብየ (la-mnt tgafwm la-

zbya) "Why do you crush my people"
76

, 

ለምንት፡ ታሰርሕዋ፡ ለብእሲት (la-mnt tsarw la-bst) 
"Why are you bothering this woman?"

77
, 

ለምንት፡ ተኀዝን፡ ወለምንት፡ ወደቀ፡ ገ ጸከ  (la-mnt 

wadaqqa gaa-ka) "Why are you angry, and why is your expression 

downcast?"
78

, ወለምንት፡ ገ በርከ፡ ዘንተ (wa-la-mnt gabarka 

zanta) "Why did you do that?"
79

, በእንተ፡ ምንት፡ ዝየ ፡ ተገ ድፉ 
(bant mnt z tagadf) "why have they been cast hither?"

80
, 

በእንተ፡ ምንት፡ ተፈልጠ፡  ፩  እምነ ፡  ፩ (banta mnt 

tafala aad mna aad) "Why is one separated from the 

other?"
81

,በይነ ፡ ምንት፡ እግዚአብሔር፡ የ ኀድግ፡ ሰብአ፡ ሐ
ሳውያነ  (bayna mnt gzabr yaḫdg sab aswyna) "Why do 

God leave the liars"
82

, በይነ ፡ ምንት፡ ተአምኑ  (bayna mnt 
taamn) "Why do you believe"

83
. These particles are put before verbal 

sentences, which include the imperfect.  However, ምንት is found, without 

being preceded by prepositions, giving the causative meaning e.g. 
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ምንት፡ ውእቱ፡ ፍርሃትከ፡ ከመዝ (mnt wt frhtka 
kama-z) "why such fear?"

84
 To answer the causal question, the causal 

conjunction is used: እስመ "because", or sometimes ከመ "for". 
3- ማእዜ "when?": 

It answers "ملتى" in Arabic. It is formed from እዜ or ይእዜ and the 

particle መ85
; which is included in others interrogative particles. ማእዜ 

consists of two syllables; the first is closed long consisting of the consonant 

m + long vowel  + the consonant , the second is open long consisting of the 

consonant z + long vowel .  It expresses the time, and is often strengthened 

by ኑ86
, for instance: ማእዜ፡ እጼሊ፡ ለከ  (mz l laka) "When 

shall I pray for you?"
87

, ማእዜ፡  ይከውን፡ ዝንቱ(mz  ykawn 

znt) "when will these things"
88

, 

ማእዜ፡ አንኰርኰረ፡ እብን (mz-n ank
w
ank

w
ara bn) "When 

did the stone roll?"
89

. Like ምንትነ ፤  ማእዜኑ  is attached by መ as in: 
ማእዜኑመ፡ እገ ብር፡ አንሰ፡ ቤተ፡ ለርእስየ  (mz-n-ma 
gabr an-sa bta la-rsya ) "When do I do for myself?"

90
. According to 

the above mentioned, ማእዜ is followed by a predicate (verb in perfect or 

in imperfect), and the two suffixes ኑ  and መ do not affect the meaning. 

They are just for emphasis, and in addition they keep the predicate after 

them. The following diagram illustrates that: 

 

1- 

 ማእዜ    እጼሊ 
                  

                    (?)                      Predicate + hidden subject 

The answer is: 

ለጌሠመ    ትጼሊ 

            
           Time adverb         predicate + hidden subject  
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2- 

 ማእዜ    አንኰርኰረ 
                  

                     (?)                      Predicate + hidden subject 

The assumed answer is: 

አንኰርኰረ    ዘተካት  

           
     Predicate + hidden subject       time adverb          

The prepositions proceeded to ማእዜ are እስከ "tell", and እም 

"from, since", ask about how long time, either the time has not finished yet, 

or has finished, as in: እስከ፡ ማእዜኑ፡ እሄሉ፡ ምስሌክሙ 
(mz-n hll mslkm) "Till when must I be with you?"

91
, 

እስከ፡ ማእዜኑ፡ ትላሑ፡ ምድር  (mz-n tl mdr) "How 

long must the land be parched"
92

, እማእዜ፡ እምዘ፡ አኀዞ  (mm 

m-za aḫaz) "Since when has this been happening to him?"
93

. 
4- አይቴ "Where?" 

It answers "أيلن؟" in Arabic. It is formed from the interrogative አይ 
"which?", and ቴ "here" from original form ሄ . Thus አይቴ consists of 

two syllables also. The first is closed short which consists of the consonant  
+ short vowel a + the consonant y, the second is open long which consists of 

the consonant t + the long vowel . Furthermore, አይቴ is often combined 

with ኑ 94, for instance: አይቴ፡ እረክብ፡ ዘይፈትሕ፡ ጽድቅ 
(ayt rakb za-yfat dq) "Where will I find who governs with 

justice?"
95

, አይቴኑ፡ ሃይማኖትከ  (ayt-n hymnt-ka) "Where is 

your faith?"
96

, አይቴ፡ ሀሎከ፡ አዳም (ayt hallka adm) "Where 

are you Adam?"
97

, ወአይቴ፡ ተኀድጉ፡ ትርሲተክሙ (wa-ayt 
taḫadg trstakm) "Where will you leave your wealth?"

98
, 

አይቴ፡ ውእቱ፡ እግዚአብሔር፡ ዘአውፅአነ (ayt wt 
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gzabr za-awḍana) "Where is the Lord who delivered us"
99

, 

አይቴኑ፡ መርዔት፡ ዘወሀብኩ፡ ለኪ(ayt-n mart za-wahab-

k la-k) "Where is the sheep which I give you?"
100

, አይቴ፡ ትነ ፍጹ 
(ayt tnaf) "Where will you flee?"

101
, 

አይቴ፡ ሖረ፡ መኵንነ ፡ ሕዝብነ  (ayt ra mak
wnna zbna) 

"Where did our governor go?
102

. 

 According to the examples, we find that አይቴ is followed by a 

predicate (verb or cupola like ውእቱ which is considered as a predicate), 

but, it is also followed by a subject (substantive), as in: 
አይቴ፡ ማኅደረ፡ ኀጥኣን፡ ወአይቴ፡ ምዕራፎሙ (ayt 

mḫdara ḫan wa-ayt mrfm) "where will be the habitation of the 

sinners, and where the resting-places of those"
103

, while አይቴኑ  must 

followed by a noun, observe the following figures: 

1- 

አይቴ         ሖረ         መኵንነ ፡ ሕዝብነ  

                  
      (?)           Predicate (verb in perfect)       subject (structure state)  

The assumed answer is: 

ሖረ          [መለኮተ፡ ሰማያዊት]  
           

     Predicate + hidden subject       place adverb  

2- 

          አይቴ    ውእቱ  እግዚአብሔር 
                  

         (?)                     Predicate (cupola)              subject  

The assumed answer is: 

እግዚአብሔር    [በሰማይ]    ውእቱ  
           

             Subject               place adverb         Predicate (cupola) 
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3- 

አይቴኑ    መርዔት  ዘወሀብኩ 

                  
                  (?)                     Subject      (relative clause) 

In this sentence, the predicate is omitted, but we can put the verb ሖረ  
"goes" as a predicate, and በፍኖት "on the road" as an adverb of place, so, 

the assumed answer is: 

ሖረ    መርዔት     በፍኖት 

                  
              Predicate            subject          adverb of place 

It is also attached መ, with ኑ  or without ኑ , as in: 
አይቴመ፡ ምርግክሙ፡ ዘመረግሙ (ayt-ma mrgkm za-

maragm) "Where is the whitewash you coated it with?"
104

 , 
አይቴኑመ፡ ቃለ፡ እግዚአብሔር  (ayt-n-ma qla gzabr) 

"Where is the Lord word?"
105.  

The proceeded prepositions are እም "from", ኀበ  or እንተ "to", 

and በ  "to", but this last one doesn't affect the meaning of አይቴ: 
እምአይቴ፡ መጻእኪ (m-ayt maka) "Where have you come 

from"
106, ወእምአይቴ፡ ይከውን፡ ውእቱ (wa-m-ayt ykawn 

wt) "From where was he?"
107

, ኀበ፡ አይቴ፡ ይከውን (ḫaba ayt 

ykawn) "To where is he?"
108

, በአይቴ፡ ይትወለድ፡ ክርስቶስ  
(ba-ayt ytwalad krst) "Where the Christ was born"

109
, 

ወበአይቴ፡ የ ዐርፉ፡ ኵሎሙ፡ ብርሃናት (wa-ba-ayt yaarf 

k
wlm brhnt)"and where all the luminaries rest?

110
. 

 5- እፎ "How?" 
It is taken from the short form of አይ, እ , and ፎ "here" which seems to 

have arisen, (by sound transition, out of) ኮ111, but the last explanation 
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（ኮ to ፎ) is not accurate. This is due to the fact that the sound 

relationship between ኮ and ፎ is far from each other. If what he said is 

true, why it is not explain אפה in Hebrew, and  كيلف in Arabic. Therefore 

the sound "f" is common in the Semitic. 

እፎ consists of two syllables; the first is open semi-syllable which 

consists of the consonant  + the fugitive vowel . The second is open long 

syllable which consists of the consonant f + the long vowel .  It asks about 

the case of a person or a thing, and it is followed by the predicate, for 

instance: እፎ፡ ትብልዎ፡ ለንጉሥ (f tblw la-ng)"How dare 

you say this to the king?"
112

, ወእፎ፡ ትፈቅዱ፡ ትፅብእዎሙ (wa-
f tfaqd tḍbwm) "How do you want to fight them?"

113
, 

እፎ፡ ይትወለድ፡ ብሩር፡ እምጸበለ፡ ምድር  (f ytwalad 
brr m-abala mdr)"How silver is produced from the dust of the 

earth"
114, ወእፎ፡ ታነ ብብ (wa-f tnabb) "How do you read it?"

115
, 

እፎ፡ ትክሉ፡ አምስጦ (f tkl ams) "How can you 

escape?"
116

, እፎ፡ ንክል፡ ተጻብኦቶሙ (f nkl tabtm) 

"How can we fight them?"
117

, እፎ፡ የ አምር፡ እግዚአብሔር  (f 
yaamr gzabr) "How do Lord know?"

118
. According to the previous 

examples, the questions have no concrete answers, but most of them have an 

exclamation meaning, besides, the interrogator does not wait for the answer. 

The following diagram conveys this idea: 

እፎ                  ትክሉ            አምስጦ 

                  
 (?)           predicate (verb in imperfect) + hidden subject      object (infinitive)  

እፎ is employed also to ask about the measure, as in: 

እፎ፡ ውስተ፡ $ራኅባ፡ ወኑኃ፡ ለምድር  (f wt rḫb 

wanḫ la-mdr) "What the breadth and the length of the earth are?"
119

, And 

in this case it is followed by a noun. 
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እፎ may be strengthened by ኑ 120
, or by ኑ  + መ, as in: 

ወእፎኑመ፡ እንከ፡ ይኴንን፡ እግዚአብሔር፡ ዓለም (wa-
f-n-ma nka ykwnn gzabr lam) "how could God judge 

the world?"
121 ), and sometimes it comes for "what?" as in: 

ወእፎኑመ፡ ዘይብል፡ መጽሐፍ (wa-f-n-ma za-ybl maaf ) 

"What does the scripture say?"
122

. While እፎኑ  for "why?” as in: 
እፎኑ፡ ተግብራ፡ ከመዝ (f-n tagbr kama-z)"Why have you 

done this?"
123, እፎኑ፡ ለአሐቲ፡ ዕፅ፡ ዘዕሩይ፡ ኀበሪሃ  (f-

n la-aat ḍ za-ry ḫabarh) "Why is one tree in the same 

color?"
124

. 
እፎ may be compounded with በ125, but for "why?" not for "how?" as 

in: በእፎ፡ ኢይትፈደይ፡ ወልድ፡ በኃጢአተ፡ አቡሁ (ba-f 

-ytfaday wald ba-ḫat abh ) "Why should the son not suffer for his 

father's iniquity?"
126

, 
በእፎ፡ አርዳኢሁ፡ ለዮሐንስ፡ ወአርዳኢሆሙ፡ ለፈሪሳው
ያን  (ba-f ardh la-yans wa-ardhm la-farswyn) "Why 

do the disciples of John and the disciples of the Pharisees fast?"
127

, 
በእፎ፡ ጾምነ ሂ፡ ወኢርኢከነ (ba-f mna-h wa--rkana) 

"Why don’t you notice when we fast?"
128

, 

በእፎ፡ ከመ፡ ኢሖርከ፡ ምስለ፡ ካልእከ  (ba-f kama -rka 

msla klka) "Why didn't you go with your friend?"
129

. Sometimes እፎ 

is attached ኬ "now, thus" with the same meaning and function, like: 
በእፎኬ፡ እልብሶ፡ በቅድመ፡ ገ ጾሙ (ba-f-k labs ba-
qdma gam) "Why should I wear before them?"

130. It comes also 

without the preposition በ , like: እፎኬ፡ ኢይገብሩ፡ ከማሃ  (f-k 
-ygabr kamh) "Why don't they do like her"

131
.    

6- ሚ "What?" 
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     It is a neuter and adverbial form "what? ”How!", and no longer retained in 

Ethiopic 
132

. ሚ is also found in Ethiopic as an adverb "how!" e. g. 
ሚአደም "how pleasant!"

133 as we will see infra.  
 ሚ consists of one open long syllable; the consonant m + long vowel . It 

answers "ملا" in Arabic and "מה" in Hebrew, but it is less used, and it may 

be preceded by or separated from the word, as in: 
ሚ፡ እግበሮ፡ ለዝ፡ ሕዝብ (m gbar la-z zb)"What will I do 

with this people?"
134, ሚሀለውክሙ፡ ትግበሩ (m-hallawakm 

tgbar ) "what will you do then?"
135, ሚላዕሌነ  (m-llna)"What is 

that to us?"
136

, ሚላዕሌከ፡ ወአንተሰ  (m-ll-ka wa-anta-sa)"what 

concern is that of yours?"
137

, ወሚዘመድየ  (wa-m-zamadya)"and what 

is my relative?
138

 Whatever, from the few previous instances, one could 

observe that ሚ may come either independent from, or dependent on the 

word, or it may come after it. In both cases, predicate is either the verb 

(perfect, imperfect, or subjunctive), or preposition + pronoun. 

  ሚ when combined with the pronoun m emphasizes the conception 

word to which it is appended
 139. If the interrogative particle ኑ  comes 

before or after ሚመ, it will express the disjunctive interrogation, as in: 
እምኀበ፡ ውሉዶሙኑ፡ ወሚመ፡ እምኀበ፡ ነ ኪር (m-ḫaba 
wldm-n wa-mma m-ḫaba nakr)"from their sons or from 

foreigners?"
140

. An additional ኑ  may also be appended to some later word 

(predicate) in the disjunctive interrogation, as in: 

በመስልኑ፡ ዘገ ብሮ፡ ጸራቢ፡ ወሚመ፡ በውርቅኑ፡ ዘሰበኮ
፡ ነ ሃቢ (ba-msl-n za-gabr arb wa-mma ba-warq-n za-
sabak nahb)"Did the craftsman craft the statue, or did the smith melt it 

from the gold?"
141

, እምሰማይኑ፡ ወሚመ፡ እምሰብእኑ (m-
samy-n wa-mma m-sab-n) "From heaven or from people?"

142
, 

and sometimes ¸m comes at the head of the sentence, and followed by ኑ  
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having the same function and meaning, e. g.: 
ሚመ፡ ይመስለክሙኑ፡ ዘሐሰት፡ ይብል፡ መጽሐፍ (mma 

ymaslakm-n za-asat ybl maaf) "Or do you think the scripture 

means nothing when it says?"
143

. Finally, we can say if ሚ comes alone, it is 

used as the neuter interrogative "What?" while if it combined with m and 

supported by ኑ , it is used as the disjunctive interrogation.       

7-ሚመጠን  "How much?"
144

: 

       A new interrogative particle sprung from ሚ combined with 

measuring idea መጠን  to express "How much? How long?" i.e. it asks 

about the quantity. It consists of two words; the first contains one open long 

syllable (see above), and the second contains two syllables. The first is open 

short syllable which consists of the consonant m + the short vowel a. The 

second is closed short which consists of the consonant  + the short vowel a 

+ the consonant n. ሚመጠን  has two forms, like መኑ  and ምንት, 
nominative if it asked about the quantity of the subject and accusative if it 

asked about the quantity of the object. The instances for nominative are: 
ሚመጠን፡ መዋዕል፡ ዘሐየውከ  (mmaan mawl za-ayyawka) 

"How long days have you lived?"
145

,  ሚመጠን፡ ኑኃ፡  

ወሚመጠን፡ ራሕባ  (mmaan nḫ wa-mmaan rb) "How is its 

long and how is its width?"
146

, 
ወሚመጠን፡ ውእቱ፡ ኍልቆሙ፡ ለከዋክብት(wa-mmaan wt 

ḫ
wlqm la-kawkbt)"How many the stars are?"

147
. Instances for the 

accusative state are: ሚመጠን፡ ኀባውዝ፡ ብክሙ (mmaana ḫabwz 

bkm) "How many loaves do you have?"
148 

ሚመጠን፡ ፈቀድኩ፡ አስተጋብኦሙ (mmaana faqadk 

astagbm) "How often I have longed to gather?"
149

. 

The following diagrams indicate the two states: 

1- Nominative state: 

          ሚመጠን     ኑኃ     ብክሙ 
                  

               (?)                           Predicate                 Subject  
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2- Accusative state: 

ሚመጠነ                ኀባውዝ   

           
                     (?)                                                        Object 

8- እስፍንቱ "How much?" 

Another particle we meet with, "which is used only as an interrogative it 

is used only in the sense of 'How much?, How great?', from interrogative እ  

and ስፍን  'size'"150
, and the demonstrative pronoun ቱ . It contains three 

syllables; the first is closed semi-syllable which consists of the consonant  + 

the fugitive vowel  + the consonant s. The second is, also, closed semi-

syllable consists of the consonant f + the fugitive vowel  + the consonant n. 

The third is open long which consists of the consonant t + long vowel . 

However, it less used, for instance: 
እስፍንቱ፡ ዓመታት፡ ዘነ በርከ፡ ውስተ፡ ዛቲ፡ ሀገ ር 
(sfnt mtt za-nabarka wsta zt hagar)"How many years did you 

stay in this city?"
151

, በእስፍንቱ፡ ዕለታት (ba-sfnt latt) 

"How many days?"
152

.  

9- አይ "What?" 
It is used as an interrogative adjective, in the sense "of what sort?"

153
, it 

answers "أى" in Arabic with the same function and meaning. አይ takes 

number and gender. አይ consists of one closed short syllable; the 

consonant  + short vowel a + the consonant y. Also it takes the nominal state 

and accusative state, besides, it is attached, like other particles, by ኑ , for 
instance: አይ፡ ፍኖት፡ ሠናይ (ay fnt anny) "Which path is 

well?"
154

, አይኑ፡ ዝንቱ፡ መጽሐፍ፡ ኅዳጋተሃ፡ ለእምክሙ 
(ay-n znt maaf ḫdgtah la-mmkm) "Where is your 

mother’s divorce certificate?"
155

, ወአይ፡ ሕይወት፡ ትሤኒ ፡ ሎቱ 
(wa-ay ywat tn lt) "And which life is good for him?"

156
, 

አይ፡ ፍሬ፡ ኮነ ፡ ብክሙ (ay fr kna bkm) "Which fruit was 

with you?"
157

, and it is proceeded by the preposition b as in  
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በአይኑ፡ ሕግ፡ ይገ ብሩ (ba-ay-n g ygabr) "By which law 

they do?"
158

, and accusative state as in: 

አየ ፡ ፍኖተ፡ ኀለፈ፡ መንፈሰ፡ እግዚአብሔር  (aya fnta 
ḫalafa manfasa gzabr) "Which way did the Lord’s spirit go?

159
, but 

አይ has no special form for the fem. Singular, nor for the masc. plural. It is 

not used with reference to persons
160

. አይ is only used in the plural in 

feminine form , but rarely used, as in: አያቶሙ፡ ይኄይሱ (aytm 
yḫys) "Which things they prefer?"

161
.  

III   Interrogation by other particles: 
The references did not refer to this point, however, throughout the 

context we can find some of them. Therefore, Ethiopic employed the suffix 
ኬ "now, then" to do the ኑ  or ሁ function, as in: 
ዝንቱኬ፡ ብእሲ፡ ዘአማሰና፡ ለምድር  (znt-k bs za-

amsan la-mdr) "Is this the man who shook the earth?"
162

. Also, the 

conjunctional particle እስመ (sma) "because" can be seen to do the same 

interrogative function in ኬ, as in: 

እስመ፡ ተመየጥነ ፡ ንዕሉ፡ ትእዛዘከ  (sma tamayana nl 

tzzaka) "Shall we once again break your commandments?"
163

.  

IV   Other functions of the interrogative particles: 
The interrogative particles may have other meanings besides the 

interrogative meaning. This depends on three elements: the Locution which 

is the actual form of words used by the speaker and their semantic meaning, 

the Illocution which is what the speaker is doing by uttering those words, 

the Perlocution which is the actual result of the locution
164

, and all of these 

three differ according to the context. They may be employed in a relative 

sense, in an adverb sense, or in an optative sense, etc. The following will be 

exploring these.  

1- The Relative: 

The relative sense is the most meaningful of interrogative particles, 

specially the substantive particles like መኑ  "who", and ምንት "what". 

This is for functional diversity of the vocabulary, while the linguistic 

significance remains the same in both cases, however, in the relative is more 

general. It is employed for indefinite number and gender
165

, for instance: 
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አነ ፡ አእምር፡ መኑ፡ እሙንቱ፡ እለ፡ ኀረይኩ (ana amr 

man mnt lla ḫarayk) "I know whom I have chosen"
166

, 
ወኢትበል፡ ከመ፡ ምንት፡ ውእቱ፡ ተላጽቆቶሙ (wa--tabal 

kama mnt wt talqtm) "Don't say that what is closed to…"
167

, 
ተዘከር፡ ወኢትርሳዕ፡ ሚመጠነ ፡ አምዕካሁ፡ ለእግዚአብ
ሔር  (tazakkar wa--trs mmaana amkh la-gzbr) 

"Remember, don’t ever forget, how you provoked the Lord your God"
168

. 

2- The Refusal: 

 All the particles may be expressing the refusal sense depending on the 

context, as in: እፎ፡ ይኄይስ፡ እምጥበቡ (f yḫys m-

bab)"How to be better than his wisdom?"
169

, in this instance, he (Zara 

yaqob the philosopher) refuse any wisdom except Lord's.  

ይክክኑ፡ ይፃ እ፡ እምእግዚአብሔር፡ ዝንቱ፡ ዓመፃ  

(ykl-n yḍ m-gzabr) "Can this injustice comes 

from the Lord ?"
170

. Also, in this instance, he refuses that injustice comes 

from Lord. 
ወመኑ፡ ወሀበ፡ ትምህርተ፡ ወጥበበ፡ ለኵሎሙ፡ እለ፡ ይት
ሐወሱ፡ ዲበ፡ ምድር  (wa-man wahaba tmhrta wa-baba la-
kwlm lla ytawas dba mdr) "And who has given understanding 

and wisdom to all who move on the earth?"
171. Here, Enoch wanted to 

denounce those who refuse God, enumerated them His signs. 
አኮኑ፡ ኵልነ ፡ ከንቱ (ak-n k

wlna kant) "Aren't all of us 

vain?"
172

. 

3-  The Optative: 

An optative sentence may be introduced even by the interrogatives who? 

What? When? How?
173

, for instance: 

ወመኑ፡ እምወሀበ፡ ከመ፡ ይትነ በዩ ፡ ኵሉ፡ ሕዝብ፡ ለእግ
ዚአብሔር  (wa-man m-wahaba kama ytnabay kwl zb la-
gzabr) "wish that all the LORD’s people were prophets"

174
,  

ኢትግበሩ፡ ምንትኒ ፡ ዐማፃ ፡ እለ፡ ቦኡ፡ ታሕተ፡ ጽላሎት
፡ ቤትየ  (-tgbar mnt-n amḍ lla b tta llt btya) " 
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Only [I wish you] don’t do anything bad to whom have come under the 

protection  of my roof"
175

, 

ወእፎ፡ ኢታአምሩ፡ አምክሮቶን፡ ለእላንቱ፡ መዋዕል   (wa-

f -tamr amkrtn lalnt mawl) "[I wish] to know how to 

interpret the present time?"
176

, ቦኑ፡ ኄር፡ ከመ፡ እግዚእየ  (b-n 

ḫr kama gzy)"Is there a good man like my master?"
177

, in this instance, 

he wishes to come who looks like his master. In the wish sense, the 

interrogative is always followed by a predicate (verb in perfect, or 

imperfect). 

4- The Exclamatory: 

Some interrogative particles express the exclamatory, which are: ምንት 

"what!” ሚ "What!", and ሚመጠን  "how much!", and sometimes እፍ 
"how!", for instance: 
እፎ፡ ወደቀ፡ እምሰማይ፡ ኮከበ፡ ጽባሕ፡ ዘይሠርቅ (f 

wadaqa m-samy kkaba b za-yarq) "Look how you have fallen 

from the sky, O shining one!"
178

, ወእፎ፡ ሐወዘኒ ፡ ነ ገ ርከ  (wa-

f awwazan nagarka) "How your speech make me pleasant!"
179

, 
ምንተ፡ ሠናየ ኒ ፡ ቃልከ  (mnta annyan qlka) "What a 

marvelous of your words!"
180

,  መኑ፡ ይጠብብ፡ እምሰሎሞን  (man 

yabb m-salmn) "Who is wiser than Solomon!"
181

, 

ሚበዝኁ፡ ፀርየ ፡   (m-bazḫ ḍarya) "How numerous are my 

enemies!"
182

, 
ሚመጠነ ፡ አደመኒ ፡ አውሥኦትከ፡ ወጣዕመ፡ ቃልከ  (mmaana 

addamn awtka wama qlka) "How your answer and your delight 

speech make me pleasant!"
183

, 
ሚይሤኒ ፡ ዘሤኒ ፡ ዘሠርዑ፡ ቤተ፡ ያዕቆብ (m-yn za-ar 

bta yqb) "How charm what Jacob's sons did!"
184

. In exclamatory 

sentence with interrogative, the interrogative must followed by verb in 

perfect, and rarely in imperfect. 

5- The Rhetorically: 

It is used to draw attention to what will be said. Ethiopic employed for 

this purpose the preposition ኀ በ  "to" which is followed by verb in perfect, in 

meaning "How?" and it is found in the subtitles in the stories, for instance: 
ኀበ፡ በረላም፡ ጸለየ ፡ እምቅድመ፡ ሑረቶ (ḫaba baralm 

allaya m-qdma rat) "How Baralm prayed before his departure?"
185

, 
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ኀበ፡ ተናገ ረ፡ ንጉሥ፡ ምስለ፡ ንግሥት (ḫaba tangara ng 

msla ngt) "How did the king talk with the queen?"
186

, 
ኀበ፡ አስሐተቶ፡ ለሰሎሞን፡ ወለተ፡ ፈርዖ ን (ḫaba asatat 

la-salmn walata farn) "How did the Pharaoh's daughter lead Solomon 

astray?"
187

, and so on. 

V Interrogation by tone: 
All the previous functions depend on tone, but, here I want to display the 

reporting sentence which is changed to interrogation by tone. As we do not 

have the Ethiopic pronunciation now, we will depend on the context and the 

implicit meaning to understand the wanting meaning, for instances: 
ኢነ ሣእኩ፡ ብሔረ፡ ዘመልዕልተ፡ ባቢሎን  (-nak bra 

za-mallta bbln)"Didn't I [Lord]overpower the lands upper than 

Babilon?"
188

, in this sentence, the Lord asks his people, in exclamation, to 

make them ruler over the land of Babylon. 
ሰማዕኩ፡ አነ ፡ በእንቲአከ፡ ከመ፡ ሰማዕከ፡ ሕልመ፡ ወፈ
ከርከ    (samk ana b-ntaka kama samka lma wa-fakkarka)" 

But I have heard about you, that  you can interpret dreams"
189

, in this 

sentence, pharaoh wanted ask Joseph, implicitly, if he can interpret dreams. 

In this statement, he wanted to ensure his information. 

ተፈጠርኩ፡ በእዴየ  (tafaark ba-dy)"Did I create my self?!"
190

, in 

this sentence, the Lord asks His creatures, in exclamation, that   He created 

them. 
ወናሁ፡ ይትገ ፍዑ፡ ደቂቅነ ፡ ወአዋልዲነ ፡ ወይትቀነ ዩ  
(wa-nh ytgaf daqqna wa-awldna wa-ytqanay) "Shall we 

subject our sons and daughter to slavery?"
191

, in this sentence, Jewish people 

shouted about injustice was upon them, while they asking that they should 

accept more injustice to be alive?  
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Conclusion 
After this description, we conclude the following: 

1- To indicate the interrogation, one must use the      main particles. 

2- All the particles are separated, except the suffix ኑ  or ሁ , and the 

proceeded  ̧.   

3- Every particle asks about part of the sentence, except ኑ  or ሁ which 

are used to ask about the entire sentence, or for the disjunctive.   

4- መኑ  asks about the personal subject, even in question 
መኑ፡ ስምክ  (man smka) "What is your name? Which it 

means implicitly, "Who are you?, while ምንት asks about the 

neuter subject. 

5- Every preposition has an effect meaning with መኑ , except እምነ  

"from".  

6- The verb in መኑ  sentence is in perfect or imperfect. 

7- When መኑ , or ምንት take an accusative form, they ask about the 

third member in the sentence i.e. object; መነ  for personal object, 

and ምንት for neuter subject.  

8-  Ethiopic distinguished, as in Arabic, between the particles which ask 

about the noun (መኑ , ምንት), and the particles which ask about 

the adverbs ማእዜ "When?", አይቴ "Where?, እፎ "How?"). 

9- ማእዜ is followed by the predicate i.e. verb in perfect or imperfect. 

And the proceeded prepositions are እም "from", and እስከ "to" 

only.  

10- While አይቴ "Where?" is followed by both the predicate (verb, or 

copula) as: አይቴ፡ ሀሎከ  "Where are you?", or subject as: 
አይቴ፡ ማኅደር  "Where is the dwell?. And the proceeded 

preposition, like ማእዜ, are እም, እስከ , and b, but b does not 

affect the meaning. 
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11- እፍ is followed by a predicate also, and it is proceeded by the 

preposition b only, which spring a deferent particle meaning i.e. 

"Why?” 

12- Another neuter particle, but less in use, is ሚ, while it is employed in 

exclamatory sentence e.g. ሚአደም "how pleasant!” Furthermore, if 

it is compounded with m (ሚመ), it means the disjunction, specially 

in interrogation, and if it is compounded with መጠነ  "measure", it 

consists a new interrogative particle (ሚመጠነ ) "How much?” 

13- እስፍንቱ  shared ሚመጠነ  in meaning and use, but it is less 

used. 

14- Last particle is አይ "What?" It is employed for all previous particle, 

like Arabic, e.g. አይ፡ መካን  "Which is place?" i.e. "Where?” 
አይ፡ ሰዓት "Which is hour?" i.e. "When?” and so on.  

15- All particles may be attached with ኑ , or ኑመ, sometimes just to 

strengthen the question, as ማእዜኑ , አይቴኑ , sometimes for 

new article as in እፎኑ  "Why?” sometimes for nothing as 

ምንትኑ , or ምንትኑመ "What?".   

16- The conjunctions ኬ "now” and እስመ "because" are employed for 

affirmative or negative interrogative. 

17-   The interrogative sentence is not used for interrogation only, but 

also for other different declarative sentences like Exclamatory 

sentence e.g. ሚመጠነ ፡ አደመነ ! "How admire me!” Also for 

Optative e.g.  መኑ፡ እምወሀበ    "Wish, who give", and for 

Refusal also.  

18- They are employed also for the relative conjunction: who, what, 

where, when, how. 

19- Finally, there is the interrogation by tone which depends on the 

context and its meaning.  
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101 መጽሐፈ፡  ሄኖክ  ፻ ፪ ፡  ፩  (Enoch, 102, 1) 
102 ዜና ፡  ገ ላውዴዎስ  ምዕራፍ ፺ ፮  p.57

 , p. 57 
103 መጽሐፈ፡  ሄኖክ  ፴፰፡  ፪  (Enoch, 38, 2) 
104 ዘ ሕዝቅኤል ፲ ፫ ፡  ፲ ፪  (Hez., 13, 12) 
105 ዘ ኤርምያስ  ፲ ፯ ፡  ፲ ፭  (Jer., 17, 15) 
106

 ዘ ልደት ፲ ፮ ፡  ፰  (Gen., 16, 8) 
107 መጽሐፈ፡  ሄኖክ  ፵፮ ፡  ፪  (Enoch, 46, 2) 
108 Dillmann, Lexicon, col. 796 
109 ዘማቴዎስ  ፪ ፡  ፬  (Matt., 2, 4) 
110 መጽሐፈ፡  ሄኖክ  ፺ ፫ ፡  ፲ ፬  (Enoch., 93, 14) 
111 Dillmann, Grammar, p. 119, 120 
112 ዘ ኢይያስ  ፲ ፱ ፡  ፲ ፩  (Is., 19, 11) 
113 ዜና ፡  አ ይሁድ p.248 
114   መጽሐፈ፡  ሄኖክ  ፷፭ ፡  ፯  (Enoch., 65, 7) 
115 ዘ ሉቃስ  ፲ ፡  ፳፮  (Luc., 10, 26) 
116 ዘማቴዎስ  ፳፫ ፡  ፴፫  (Matt., 23, 33) 
117 ፩ ዘመቃብያን  ፫ ፡  ፲ ፯  (1Macc., 3, 17) 
118 ሐተታ፡ ዘርአ፡ ያዕቆብ፤  ክፍል  ፫  p. 5 
119 መጽሐፈ፡  ሄኖክ  ፺ ፪ ፡  ፲ ፫  (Enoch., 93, 13) 
120 Dillmann, p. 379 
121 ኀ በ ፡  ሰብአ ፡  ሮሜ ፫ ፡  ፮  
122 ኀ በ ፡  ሰብአ ፡  ሮሜ ፬ ፡  ፫  
123 ዘ ፀ አ ት ፩ ፡  ፲ ፷  (Ex., 1, 18) 
124 ዜና ፡  በረ ለም፡  ወይዋስፍ  p. 68 
125 Dillmann, p. 379 
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126 ዘ ሕዝቅኤል  ፲ ፷፡  ፲ ፱  (Hez., 18, 19) 
127  ዘማርቆስ  ፪ ፡  ፲ ፷  (Marc., 2, 18) 
128 ዘ ኢይያስ  ፶ ፷፡  ፫  (Is., 58, 3) 
129  ፪ ዘ ነ ገ ሥት ፲ ፮ ፡  ፲ ፯  (2 Sam., 16, 17) 
130 ዜና፡  በረላም፡ ወይዋስፍ, p. 106 (Story of Baralam and Yowasaf) 

131   ዜና፡  በረላም፡ ወይዋስፍ, p. 162  (Story of Baralam and Yowasaf) 
132 Dillmann, p. 119 
133 Wright, p. 124 
134 ዘ ፀ አ ት ፲ ፯ ፡  ፬  (Gene., 17, 4) 
135 መጽሐፈ፡  ሄኖክ  ፻ ፩ ፡  ፪  
136 ዘማቴዎስ  ፳፯ ፡  ፬  (Matt., 27, 4) 
137   ዘ ዮሐንስ ፡  ፳፩ ፡  ፳፪  (Joh., 21, 22) 
138 ዘ ዮዲት ፲ ፪ ፡  ፲ ፬  (Jud., 12, 14) 
139 Dillmann, p. 382 
140 ዘማቴዎስ  ፲ ፯ ;፡  ፳፭  (Matt., 17, 25) 
141

 ዘ ኢይያስ  ፵፡  ፲ ፱  (Is., 40, 19) 
142   ዘማቴዎስ  ፳፩ ፡  ፳፭  (Matt., 21, 25) 
143 መልእ ከተ፡  ያዕ ቆብ ፬ ፡  ፭  (Jac., 4, 5) 
144 for this particle, see: Dillmann, Grammar, p. 361, and Dillmann, Lexicon, col. 223 
145 ዘ ልደት ፵፯ ፡  ፷  (Gen., 47, 8) 
146 ዘ ዘ ካር ያስ  ፲ ፪ ፡  ፲ ፬  (Zach., 2, 2) 
147 መጽሐፈ፡  ሄኖክ  ፺ ፫ ፡  ፲ ፬  (Enoch 93, 14) 
148 ዘማቴዎስ  ፳፫ ፡  ፴፯  (Matt. 23, 37) 
149 ዘማቴዎስ  ፲ ፭ ፡  ፴፬  
150 Dillmann, p. 361 
151   ስን ክሳር ፡  ሐማሌ ፷  
152 Dillmann, Lexicon, col. 406 
153 Dillmann, Grammar, p. 119 
154 ዘ ኤርምያስ  ፮ ፡  ፲ ፮  (Jer., 6, 16) 
155 ዘ ኢይያስ  ፶ ፡  ፩  (Is., 50, 1) 
156 ዜና፡  አይሁድ p. 255 
157 ዜና፡ በረላም፡ ወይዋስፍ, p. 100 (Story of Baralam and Yowasaf) 
158 ኀበ፡ ሰብአ፡ ሮሜ,  ፫፡  ፳፯  
159  ፪  ዜና፡ መዋዕል  ፲ ፷፡  ፳፫  (2 Chro. 18, 23) 
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160 Dillmann, Grammar, p. 336 
161 Dillmann, Lexicon, col. 795 
162 ዘኢይያስ  ፲ ፬ ፡  ፲ ፮  (Is., 14, 16) 
163 ፩  ዘዕዝራ ፱፡  ፲ ፬  (1 Ezra 9, 14) 
164 Peccei, Jean S., Pragmatics, Routledge, London, 1999. p.44 

   See also: Fromkin, V. & Rodman, J., An Introduction to Language, New york, 1983. p.227 
165 Abdella A. Moustafa, The interrogative style, p. 147 
166 ዘዮሐንስ  ፲ ፫ ፡  ፲ ፷ (John, 13, 18) 
167  ዜና፡ በረላም፡ ወይዋስፍ, p. 108 (Story of Baralam and Yowasaf) 
168 ዘዳግም ፱፡  ፯  (Deut., 9, 7) 
169 ሐተታ፡ ዘርአ፡ ያዕቆብ፤  ክፍል  ፭ , p. 10 (Inquiry of Zara Yaqob) 
170  ሐተታ፡ ዘርአ፡ ያዕቆብ፤  ክፍል  ፭ ,, p. 11 (Inquiry of Zara Yaqob) 
171 መጽሐፈ፡ ሄኖክ  ፻ ፩፡  ፷ (Enoch, 101, 8) 
172 ክብረ፡ ነ ገ ሥት፤  ምዕራፍ፳፯ , p. 19 (Glory of the kings) 
173 Dillmann, Grammar, p. 521 
174 ዘኍልቍ ፲ ፩፡  ፳፱  (Numb., 11, 29)  
175 ዘልደት ፲ ፱ ፡  ፷  (Gen., 19, 8)  
176 ዘሎቃስ  ፲ ፪ ፡  ፶ ፮  
177 ዜና፡ ገ ላውዴዎስ፤  ምዕራፍ ፺ ፮  , p. 57 (chronicle of Galawodews, p.57) 
178 ዘኢይያስ  ፲ ፬ ፡ ፲ ፪  (Is., 14, 12) 
179 ክብረ፡ ነ ገ ሥት፤  ምዕራፍ ፳፯ , p. 20 (Glory of the kings) 
180 ክብረ፡ነገሥት፤ ምዕራፍ ፳፯, p. 20 (Glory of the kings) 
181   ክብረ፡ ነ ገ ሥት፤  ምዕራፍ ፷፭  p. 77 (Glory of the kings) 
182  (psalms, 3, 1) 
183  ክብረ፡ ነ ገ ሥት፤  ምዕራፍ ፳፮ , p. 18 (Glory of the kings) 
184 ዜና፡ ገ ላውዴዎስ፤  ምዕራፍ ፺ ፬ , p. 59(chronicle of Galawodews, p.59) 
185 ዜና፡ በረላም፡ ወይዋስፍ, p. 126 
186  ክብረ፡ ነ ገ ሥት፤  ምዕራፍ ፳፮ , p. 18 (Glory of the kings) 
187 ክብረ፡ነገሥት፤ ምዕራፍ ፷፬, p. 75 (Glory of the kings) 
188 ዘኢይያስ  ፲ ፡  ፱| (Is., 10, 9) 
189 ዘልደት ፲ ፱ ፡  ፰ (Gen., 19, 8)  
190 ሐተታ፡ ዘርአ፡ ያዕቆብ፤  ክፍል  ፫ , p. 6 (Inquiry of Zara  Yaqob) 
191 ዘዕዝራ፡ ነ ሕምያ  ፭ ፡  ፭  (Neh., 5, 5) 
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- ዜና፡ በረላም፡ ወይዋስፍ, edited by W. Budge, Cambridge,1923. 
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- Appendix (table of phonetics symbols): 
- The Consonants 

The phonetic 

symbol 
The Ethiopian 

Sound 
The phonetic 

symbol 
The Ethiopian 

Sound 
w ወ h ሀ 
 ዐ l ለ 
z ዘ  ሐ 
y የ m መ 
d ደ  

 
ሠ 

g ገ r ረ 
 ጠ s ሰ 
p ጰ q ቀ 
 ጸ b በ 
ḍ ፀ t ተ 
f ፈ ḫ ኀ 
p ፐ n ነ 

   አ 
  k ከ 

- The vowels 
a  
  
  
  
  
 Fugitive vowel 

  
 


